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AMR Corporation's simultaneous emergence from Chapter 11 and merger with US Airways will likely be 

the final destination for consolidation of the large domestic airlines. AMR’s principal subsidiary is 

American Airlines.  

Pursuant to AMR's Plan of Reorganization and merger with US Airways, AMR's creditors will be satisfied 

in full (with interest) and AMR's common shareholders will receive an extraordinary recovery, a result 

unprecedented in any previous airline chapter 11 case. Indeed, as of April 9, 2014, AMR shareholders 

owned more than 40% of the stock of the new merged entity valued in excess of $10 billion.  

This extraordinary transaction was created through a comprehensive and collaborative effort 

spearheaded by AMR's management, Board of Directors, and their advisors, which included Weil, 

Gotshal & Manges LLP, Rothschild Inc., McKinsey RTS, Deloitte CRG, Paul Hastings, and Debevoise & 

Plimpton. These parties focused on maximizing value through an operational restructuring that 

positioned AMR to evaluate strategic options and identify the emergence strategy that would maximize 

recoveries for stakeholders, while providing the greatest opportunity for long-term success.  

Before its Chapter 11 filing on November 29, 2011, AMR was the only major hub and spoke domestic 

airline to have avoided a formal restructuring. With 3,400 daily flights, it was the third largest domestic 

airline, having been surpassed in size by both United and Delta, which had grown via mergers after their 

bankruptcies. However, due to rising labor costs, an oversized fleet of outdated aircraft, and enhanced 

competition resulting from industry consolidation, AMR had no alternative but to seek relief under 

Chapter 11 to right-size its business, operating costs, and capital structure to assure long-term viability. 



 
During its restructuring, AMR encountered many logistical, structural, and economic challenges. These 

ranged from keeping planes flying to negotiating a complex merger and reorganization plan resulting in 

unprecedented recoveries for AMR's economic stakeholders. The exceptional efforts to meet these 

challenges ranged from the simple—flying cross-country to hand-deliver checks to ensure delivery of 

refreshments to Admiral's Clubs—to the complex—striking a deal with the Department of Justice that 

resolved the antitrust concerns and enabled the merger and plan to be consummated. The transaction 

team collaborated with the debtors in these efforts, which included:  

 Maintaining operational continuity by guaranteeing access to critical goods and services; 

 Re-negotiating executory contracts to extend key relationships and assure future savings; 

 Restructuring and modernizing its aircraft fleet; 

 Negotiating key agreements with its labor unions; 

 Addressing thousands of claims filed in the Bankruptcy Court; 

 Formulating a long-term business plan to evaluate strategic options; and 

 Negotiating and implementing a fully consensual plan and the merger that was overwhelmingly 

supported by all economic stakeholders. 

Throughout its restructuring, AMR maintained its global operations without disruption and returned the 

airline to profitability. After reaching a settlement with the DOJ to address antitrust concerns, AMR 

emerged from Chapter 11 as a new merged entity constituting the largest airline in the world and 

delivering unprecedented returns to creditors and legacy shareholders. 

The merger of AMR and US Airways catapulted AAG into a position where it is a prime competitor in the 

marketplace. With a fleet of 1,511 mainline and regional aircraft embarking on 6,700 daily flights serving 

over 330 destinations in 50 countries, new AAG will serve both businesses and leisure travelers with 

greater efficiency and a newly upgraded fleet.  

 


